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Altho>!gh tlie 1@atl•ema:ticail sciences in medievail lslaiiI'I developed c1U<rirog 
the eightl11 arnd rn•iro.itl11 cel1ltl1iries on the basis of materi•EtJl from Sassa niaR lrarN, 
India, and Greece, tlne pri1il'larY influence was Greek. Wl11ether one judges 
by the amouFJ.t. of lillM.erial tra:nslated ar its significarn(":e far medieval Iislamic 
mathematics, tl;1e Greek heritage far outweighed tlile otl1lers a.nd was the 
primary deterroil•i11ilant far the dirnction mathematics took i•Iil J.s.lamic civili
zation. And w:bi.em. we study the t ransmission of Greek rnartillemaitics to 
medieval Is~arm tl:11.eve arre ait least tluee questioms we m1Nst ask: 

l. W hat was trarnslarted, wbi.eB and by wh0m? 
2. Why was it trarFJ.slated? 
3. What. differernce cl°id i<t make? 

The first ql.!iest.iom f.ocmses ma.imly on G reek matl:11.em'l.rut.ies aiil.d iits t ranslators. 
But the last t.wo q¡w.estiom.s focl•IS on medieval Islam armd t.ake acco.unt of tl1le 
fact. t.hat. t.ra.Jilsla.tien1 was a complex process, w};üclil bega.1n rat.C.1er than el'lded 
wit.h the trarNslart.i0rn of Fe1evant. books. Byzant.ito1m liJ.ad rnore of Archirnedes' 
works, for exarm.ple, t.bi.arn lslarn did , yet did far less wi•t.fu t.Rem. One culture 
acqnires ideas IiJ.1etliJ.ods and t.edm iqnes from arn0tlner becarl!1se peop'le eJilgage 
t.hemselves wit.fo tloem. Tbiey study books. They cons1oJ!.t. twbles. They >!Se 
ins trnment.s. Aiild t.f.J.ey do so for reasons t.hat. arre i-m. pairt i.miqil!l.e to them a:Iild 
in part a ref.iect in t:erests aFJ.d concerns they sha11e wit.lil societ.y as a wflole. 
It. is in t.his spiriit we tnrn to the Islamic acqnisit.ion of Greek science. 



Th e Transmission of Greek Geometry to tv!edieval Islam 

There are two things to be aware of in studying medieval Islam's reception 
of Greek mathematics. 

l. The term "medieval Islam" is an abstraction. lt is a useful abstraction, 
to be sure, but it is useful only when we are aware that it is an abstraction . 
The reality is not a phrase but a complex historical process that extended 
geographically from Andalusia to Afghanistan and in time over a number of 
centuries from the eighth century onward. It was a process in which many 
factors operated. 
2. We evaluate the transmission from the present and our task must be to 
try to imagine what it meant to the people of that time, not to evaluate the 
process in terms of the present. 

One effect of focusing overly on the present is to treat medieval Islam only 
as a condui t through which Greek mathematics flowed to the Renaissance. 
Although it. was a conduit, and this paper concerns sorne of the goods it 
carried , it · was more than that. It shaped the material it acquired for its 
own ends and it developed new material of its own, both extending what it 
had acquired and developing it in entirely new areas. 
Another effect is reading Islamic mathematics as prefiguring modern mathe
matics. Thus, various writers profess to find intimations of such later inno
vations as analytic (or even algebraic) geometry, the calculus, four dimen
sional space, and non-euclidean geometry. 
Curiously, both of these errors involve similar attitudes towards medieval 
Islamic mathematics. In t.he first case it is valued because of what it did for 
us , and in the second it is valued to the extent that it resembles us. Our 
approach here will avoid both of these pitfalls and will fo cus on medieval 
Islam and how and why it acquired Greek mathematics . 
Knowledge, in what became the standard medieval Islamic classification 
of sciences, was of two kinds: religious and foreign ( or 'sciences of the 
ancients' as they were also called). The religious sciences were those subjects 
concem ed wit h the faith and commnnity of Islam. These included Arabic 
grammar, the correct. reading of the Qur 'an, the study of the sayings of 
Muhammad and his companions, and religious law. The foreign sciences, on 
the other hand , encompassed knowledge acqnired from ancient, non-lslamic 
sources, and included medicine, mathematics, astronomy, and philosophy. 
This division of knowledge had important consequences, and sorne scholars 
have argued t.hat t hey were largely negative. Thus, Itzak Goldziher, fol-
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lowing the thirteenth-century geographer and biographer Ya'qut wrote that 
"As soon as someone displayed an interest in the 'ulum al-awa 1il [sciences 
of the ancients] he was regarded as suspect.11 Even mathematics could be 
suspect, since it was closely hnked to astronomy, and that to astrology. 
From there on it, was downhill into a world of planetary deities and magic. 
This association could have been one of the causes for the complaint of 
the tenth-century geometer 1 al-Sijzi, that where he lived "the great mass of 
people consider t;he investigation of geornetry blasphemous and .. find it, 
lawful to kili hün who believes in its correctness with perseverance . 
However, the whole question is much more complex than Goldziher por
trayed i t , a nd other segments of orthodox opinion t.aught that it was a 
matter of bala nce and judgement. As the distinguished 13th-century his
torian, Ibn Khaldun put it , "In this respect the sin falls on the sinner," 
i.e. the individual not the science was to blame if foreign knowledge led a 
person int.o heresy. 

The Reception of Greek mathematics 

Wc have already said that Greek mat.hemat.ics becamc the determining ex
temal factor in the mat:hematical sciences in medieval Islam. Perhaps one 
rea.son is t.hat Muslim intellectuals were in close contact from the very ear
liest times wit.h t.he direct heirs to Greek learning in the Byzantine lands 
that Islam conquered. 
There was a learned environment in wh.ich there were scholars familiar with 
names like Eudid, Archimedes, and P t.olemy and who could interpret. t.he 
Greek philosophical tradit.ion. Moreover, they knew how to edit. and trans
late Greek texts, having already translated them int.o Syriac - a language 
related to Arabic:. These scholars may have been Christian, Jewish, or of 
other faiths, but they participated enthusiast.ically in Islam 1s search for fo
reign learning. For example, the famous Christian translator, Hunayn ibn 
Jshaq, writ.es, of his search far the book De demonstratione by t.he Greek 
mediral writ.er , Galen /quot.ed from Berggren 1986, p.4]. He tells how his 
friend Gabriel first. looked far it. and then says, 111 myself searched with great 
zeal for t lüs book over Mesopotamia, ali of Syria, in Palestine, and Egypt 
unt.il I came to Alexandria. I found nothing except. in Damascus, about. 
half of it. But. what. 1 fo11nd was neit.hcr snr.c.essive c:hapters, nor complete. 
However, Gabriel fo11nd sorne chapters of t.his book, which are not the same 
as t.hose 1 found". 
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Moreover, both the State and wealthy families actively supported the trans
lation and diffusion of foreign science. For example, the Caliph al-Ma'mun 
(who reigned from 813 to 833) founded a research and teaching centre in 
Baghdacl known as The House of Wisdom. l\l[embers of wealthy families 1 

such as the Banu Musa, themselves travelled to Byzantine lands to purchase 
rnathematical te.,ts for translation. These three brothers were educated in 
the I-Iouse of \.\fisdom which 1 their father's friend, the caliph al-Ma'mun had 
established in Baghdad in the early ninth century. 
Not ali of the reception of foreign science was welcoming, however, and 
there were cri tica! reactions to it.. There is 1 for example, the story of a 
Muslim theologian who criticized mathematics on account of the rigidity of 
the subject. Specifically he objected that in mathematics: 

l. Sorne words had no meaning given to them. 
2. Other words had only one meaning 1 with no possibility of modification 
when new relationships involving the concept were discovered. 
3. Its argument.s were limited t.o deductive logic. 

These are clearly arguments of someone who understands what he is criti
cizing and they exemplify the dialogue that was going on. Criticism of a 
seemingly different sort was that by the t hirteenth century Yemeni scholar 1 

Ibrahim al-Asbahi who wrote a Book of Pearls on the Science of Time
keeping. He said, "The times of prayer are to be found by observation with 
one's eyes. They are not to be found by the markings on the astrolabe or by 
calculation using t.he science of the astronomers . The astronomers took 
their knowledge from Euclid, the lndian astronomical tradition recorded by 
the authors of the Sindhind, as well as Aristotle and other philosophers, and 
ali of thern were infidels." However, this remark must be set in the context 
of the basis of the objection, namely that non-Islamic sources were being 
used for such essential Islamic act ivi t ies as the determination of !:he dates of 
the new moon , the times of the five daily prayers, and finding t.he direction 
of Mecca. 
VVi th these remarks as background we turn now to the Islamic acquisition 
of Greek geometry, a story that begins with Euclid 's Elements. 
Over (roughly) the cent.my from the reign of Hanm al-Rashid (786 - 809) 
to the death of Thabit ibn Qmra in 901 translators produced at least four 
Arabic translations a.nd a majar revision of the Elements. Two caliphs, 
Hanm al-Rashid (of the Thousand and One Nights fame) and al-Ma'mun 
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supported th.e work. The details are extremely complicated1 however, and 
I can only refer you to. Brentjes 1996 for a recent account. 

As far the motivations for translat ing the Elements, 1 believe that there 
were at least three important motivations. 

l. P tolemy's great astronomical work, The Almagest, was translated around 
the same time and certainly a knowledge of the contents of at least the 
first six books of the Elements would have been essential for anyone who 
wanted to understand The Almagest. T his c01mect ion with astronomy also 
e.xplains why, with the translation of the Elements, there were also trans
lations of a number of the so-called "Middle Books," books studied after 
the Elements but. befare The Almagest. T hey included Euclid 's Data and 
his Phaenornena, Theodosius's Sphaerica, Menelaus 's work of the same title 
(t ranslated by Hunayn ibn lshaq (b. 809)), Hypsicles On Rising Time, and 
Aristarchus's On the Size and Distance of the Sun and Moon. 

2. The translation rnovement was going 011 at. t he same time that. thcre 
were deba tes 011 religion. Caliphs spo11sored discussio11s at court between 
representatives of clifferent. religions, ancl logic becamc an import.ant tool for 
holding one's own in these debates. A work such as the Elenients which un
q11estionably t.rains one in Jogical thinking must. have been at least congenia\ 
to s11ch an atmosphere. 

3. Finally, Islam hacl a positive attitude towards knowledge. The Prophet 
Muhammad said, "Seek knowledge even in China." And alt.hough the status 
of t.he foreign knowledge represented by a work snch as the Elements was 
not. always uniformly high, those who att.acked it oft.en <lid so on the basis 
of overstudy of such works. Excessive study in these areas led to the neglect 
of a person's obligat.ions to t.he religious comrnu11ity of Dar al-Islam. Thus 
the famous physician al-Rai i (see Berggren 1996, p. 271), says that he has 
st udied mathemat.ics only to the extent. that it is absol11tely necessary. He 
avoided, he tells us, t he pat.h of the uso-called philosophers who devote their 
whole livcs t.o studying geomet rical s11perflui t ies11 • 

\.Yha t.ever t.he motivat.ions may have been, however, t.he r:onseq11ences of the 
acqnisition of t.he Elements for mat.hemat.ics in Islam were immense. Quite 
apart. from fnrnishing a base of geomet.riral knowledge t.ha t. was the stock
in-trade of ali subsequent gcomet.crs, it furnishe<l a paradigm for what a 
mat.hemat.ical a rg11ment. should be. lt thercby ens11red t.hat t.he Greek model 
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of axiom-definition-theorem-proof became the model for Islamic geometry 
as well. 
rt also stimulated foundational invest. igations 011 the theory of parallels and 
ratios. Sorne of the work on parallels found its way into 17th century Euro
pean treatments of the problem 1 in particular into the work of John Wallis. 
The work on ratios produced, in t he writings of Ornar Khayyam and others, 
important modifications of the idea of number which included the expansion 
of that concept to include the ratio of any two magnitudes. 
The effects of the Elements were not, however, limited to geometry. It 
also provided the material for a rigorous development. of algebra via Thabit 
ibn Qurra and Ornar I<hayyam. Thabit used Euclid to give a proof of the 
validity of the procedure found in al-Khwarizmi 's Algebra for the solution 
of quadratic equations. Omar's work presupposed not only the Elements 
b11t Euclid 's Data for his solution of cubic equations. 

Not all consequences were positive, however. The appeal of euclidean rigor 
led 1 on at least one occasion 1 toan intellectual rigidity with unfortunate con
sequences. I have told the details of t.his elsewhere. Here, l shall mention 
only that. in the tenth century one of the most. eminent of Islamic geometers, 
Abu Sahl al-Kuhi , was led by his invest igations into centers of gravity to 
conclude that p = 3 1/ 9. When he was challenged that Archimedes, far 
whom he of ali people had the highest regard , had arrived at a result t hat 
contradicted bis, he pointed out t.hat. Archimedes' work was approximate. 
Such a method of approximation, Abu Sahl said 1 was unworthy of a geome
ter , whose goal is exact. knowledge and not approximations to the truth. 
This was one of those cases of rigor leading to rigor mortis. 

Archimedes 

Thabit ibn Qurra translated all of the Arabic works ascribed to Archimedes: 
Sphere and Cylinder, Measurement of the Circle, Construction of the Hep
tagon in the Circle, and The Lemmas. There is sorne evidence, however, that 
in the case of Sphere and Cylinder Thabit reworked an earlier translat ion 
by someone who evidently had quite a strnggle with the Greek t.ext. Accor
ding t.o al-Tusi even Thabit's improved translation laC'ks sorne assumptions, 
which evidently the original translator had not understood and so had left 
out. 
It was no doubt because of such problems understanding a difficult book 
that Ishaq ibn Hunayn, when he translated SC1 a lso t rans lated the com-
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mentary of the sixth century Greek commentator, Eutocius of Ascalon. 
The efforts of the translators paid real dividends, however, since the works 
of Archimedes hada profound influence on lslamic mathematics. For exam
ple, the translation of Archimedes' work on the construction of the regular 
heptagon introduced Islamic geometers to techniques for solving construc
tion problems quite different from those of Euclid's Elements. That the 
Archimeclean solution demanded more than the straight-edge and compass 
solutions oí thc Elements challenged Islamic geometers to att.empt what 
Archimedes had failed to do. They succeeded to t.he extent that they could 
show how Archimedes' strange constrnction could be accomplished by the 
use of conic sections. This success in fitting Archimedes' construction into 
an established t.heory no doubt; increased their confidence in their abilit ies 
to salve diffi.c11lt problems. 
lt. is quite clear, a Jso, that the Archimedean tradit ion of geometrical statics 
survived into the Jslamic world, alt.hough we do not yet know which Greek 
works lay at thc roots of t.his t.radition. In any case, al-Knhi (to cite one 
cxamplc) was aware of thc connection bctween finding centers of gravit.y of 
plane figures ancl volumes of revol11tion, for he spcaks of it in his t rcat,ise 
on findi ng t hc volnmc of the paraboloid. 
Archimedes work on finding the area of a parabola was not transJated into 
Arabk. However, his solution to the problem itself was known from his 
statement of the res11Tt in his preface to SC I. Geometers in medieval Islam 
then t.ook it as a challenge t.o find the proof of the result Archimedes stated, 
and t he first to sncceed wa.s evident.ly Thabit ibn Qurra. Some cri ticized 
Thabit's solution as being too long, so his grandson, lbrahim ibn Sinan saved 
the family's honor by coming up wit.h a more elegant. sol11tion. Archimedes' 
work also inspired 1slamic work finding the volwnes of figures formed from 
the rot ation of scgments of parabolas, both about their axes and about, their 
ordinates to the axes. Among those contribut.ing to this work were Thabit 1 

a l-Kuhi and Jbn al-Hayt.ham (the 'Alhazen" of the Lat.in West). 
The second book, SC Il (particularly Il 1 and 4), played an important role 
in the extensive A rabie work on thc sol11tion of ct1bic equations. T his began 
in the tenth cent.11ry with the work of Abu Ja'far al-Khazin, continned in the 
eleventh century with the work of Omar l<ayyam , and culminated in the 
twelfth ,with Sharaf al-Din a l-Tusi's mast.erly treatment of the problem. It 
a lso stim11la ted al- I<11hi's sol11tion of the difficult problem of constructing a 
spherkal segment whose s11rface is equal to that of one segment and whose 
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vohune is equal to that of another. 

Apollonius 

In the nint h century two men, Hila! b. Abi Hila! al-Himsi and Thabi t 
ibn Qurra, translated the fi rst seven books of Apollonius1s great work, the 
Conics, under the patronage and active involvement of the Banu Musa. 
However, lslamic geometers knew notjust the Conics but virtually ali of 
the Apollonius's works, many of them long since lost 1 and a number of 
geometers studied these works closely. 
The Conics provided the basic theoretical material for the development of a 
geometrical theory of solut ion of cubic equations, as well as a ba.c; is for the 
solntion of advanced geometric problems, such as those solved by al-Kuhi. 
An example of such a problem was one posed by Ab11 Sahl al-Kuhi: To 
construct a straight line passing through a given point P and cutting two 
straight lines m and m' a'3 well as an arbi trary cttrve e so t hat the sections 
these three cut off from the line have a given ratio. He used a hyperbola to 
salve t his problem, and he also used a hyperbola to construct an equilateral 
pentagon in a square such that only one of its sides lies on a side of the 
square. 
The famous tenth-century scientist Ibn al-Haytham, who was from Basra 
in present.-day Iraq and spent. mos t. of his adul t li fe in Egypt, studied the 
Conics very deeply, sufficiently so that he felt able to attempt a res toration 
of t.he lost. eight.h book. His st.udy of t.he Conics also made itself felt in 
his Optics and his t reatise on burning mirrors. This latter treatise, together 
with the wri tings of Archimedes, was the main source for ~'estern knowledge 
of conic sections prior to Commandino's important t ranslation of the Conics 
from Greek in 1566. 

P t.olemy 

Surely, the two most influential scientific works t ranslated into Arabic from 
Greek are Enclid's Elements and P tolemy's Almagest. The trigonometry of 
the latter work -combined with the Hi ndn sine function- was the source for 
t rigonometry in medieval Islam . The Almagest also furni shed the fu nda
mental models of planetary motion fo r Tslamic astronomy1 it showed how 
to use observations to determine the parameters of t.hese models, and it 
showed how to use the models to construct tables predicting ast.ronomi
cal phenomena. These tables wcre t.he essential components of the Arabic 
ast.ronomical handbooks (known as zijes). 
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Like the Elements the Almagest was translated into Arabic severa! t imes. 
The first was at the suggestion of the Yahya b. Khalid {738- 805) a member 
oí the wealthy Barmakid farnily. He, however1 was not satisfied with the 
translation a nd had it redone by a group of t ranslators working under the 
Director of t he House of Wisdom in Baghdad1 who was evidently responsible 
for 1q11al i t;y control' . Accorcling to the tenth-century writer1 lbn al-Nadim, 
1it is said ' that al- Hajjaj b. Matar, one of the translators of E11clid, also 
transla ted The Almagest, and Thabi t corrected the old t ranslation of the 
ent ire book. Then lshaq ibn Hunayn translated it , with T habit correcting 
that as well. In the end, though, Thabit 's earlier correct ion was more suc
cessful. Also1 like the Elements, the work gave rise to commentaries and 
corrections. 
UnJike the Elements, however, it also gave rise to numerous works of the 
same intent and strncture but which often incorporated a variety of new 
da ta, reAecting new observations, cakulations, or information. It also sti
muJated highly interesting work in mathematica l astronomy. One feat.ure 
of t he Ptolemaic moclels, which seemed to violate any physical sense, forced 
a sphere to rot.ate 11niformly around a point not al it.s cent.er. Muslim as
t ronomers from thc late lOth cent11ry onward expended considera ble effor t 
on eliminating this featme of Ptolemy's models, ancl in t he end, they suc
ceeded. The main work was done by a group of ast.ronomers in Maragha, in 
present-day lran1 of whom the best known is the thirteenth-century mathe
matician, ast.ronomer1 and philosopher 1 Nasr al-Din al-Tusi. In part icular 
Nasr al-Din solved the geometric problem of producing rectilinear motion 
from circular motion by a device now known as "the 'I\1si couple" 
Another work of Ptolemy, his Planispheri.um, is the earliest known work 
on the ast.rolabe, an instrument which became both teacher and too! of 
medieval astronomers, whether in Islam or the Latin West. 
Although the Greek original of Pt.olemy's work has been lost, the work 
survives in Arabic and in Lat.in (from t.he Arabic). Medieval Islam a lso 
arquired a Greek !.reatise on the ast.rolabe by the sixt.h-centmy Greek writer, 
John Philoponos, and a Syriac t.reat.ise by Severns Sebokht, the abbot. of a 
monastery on t.he 11pper E11phratcs River. One of t.he earliest A rabie writers 
on t.he astrolabe w8..':i 'Ali ibn ' Isa who, in t.he early ninth cent:ury, explained 
its use for finding t ime clming t.he day or night and for finding the direction 
oí prayer (i.e. t.he direction of Mecca). Bot.h of t.hese were responses to t.he 
neccis of Islamic society, and t.hc problcm of finding t.he clirect.ion of Mecca 
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led to an lslamic innovation in the design of this instrument, namely t he 
addition of azirnuth lines indicating direct ions on f.o the local horizon. 
The instrument itself had a rich history in the lslamic world, and it deve
loped into the astrolabe quaclrant - which became such a favorite in Ot toman 
t imes. In the eleventh century the Spanish muslim astronomer, a l-Zarqallu , 
invented an astrolabe wh.ich would work at any latitude. Later the Persian 
astronomer, Al-Muzaffar ibn Muzaffar al-Tusi, who died in the early thir
teenth century1 showed how, using only a graduated rod with a plumb bob 
and a cursor , one could perform ali the functions of the astrolabe. 
The astrolabe was 1 among other things, a chief source of t. imekeeping and as
tronomical instruction in the ancient. and medieval worlds. Its introduction 
into the west also int roduced the words uzenith>1 , Hazimuth11 and ('nadir,, 
into western languages. 
A th ird work of P tolemy's that had a great influence in medieval Islam 
was his Geography. This work not only taught the principies of scientific 
map making but a lso fmnished a data-base of lat itudes and longitudes for 
about 8,000 places in the ancient world. An epi tome of the Geography 
was translated into Syriac and the book was t ranslat.ed into Arabic first 
far the famous Arab philosopher, Abu Yusuf al-Kindi (801- 873). Like 
that of the Almagest, however, the first translation was not particularly 
good . Thabi t ibn Qurra then retranslated it and did, as usual , a good job. 
However, no medieval Arabic translation of the Geography survives. The 
Arabic translation that does exist was done, on the arder of the Ottoman 
sultan who conquered Constantinople in 1453. lt testifies to a developing 
Ottoman interest in scientific geography1 but it as too late to have any 
impact on the western tradition of that work. 
P to lemy>s Geography had considerable impact on medieval Islam. In the 
early ninth-century, the same al-Khwarizmi whose writings introduced Hindu 
numeration to medieval Islam also corrected Ptolemy's length of t he Medi
terranean from 62º to 52º in his work The !mage of the Earth. In the 
thirteenth century, the astronomer al-Marrakushi carriecl this further and 
corrected al-Khwarizmi 1s figure to 44º , a figure wit.hin two degrees of the 
correct 42º . 
Correction of longitudes is, of conrse, only half of the problem of finding 
eorrect. geographical coordinat.es for localit.ies. In the late lOth to the early 
llth centnry al-Biruni wrote his Dook on the Determination of Coordinates 
of Localities, devoted t.o det:ermining accurate longitudes and latitudes for 
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a chain of cities from Baghdad to Ghazna in present day Afghanistan, the 
capital of his patron Mahmud. 

In another work, Book of the Prnjection of the Const.ellations and Making 
Spheres Plane, al-Biruni published new map grids, one known as Arrow
smith's project.ion and another known as Postel's projection. (For illustra
tions of these projections see Berggren 1982.) 

Al-Binmi was by no means alone in working on the coordinates of localit ies. 
\Ne ment.ion here two other efforts: l. A survey of Anatolia done in the 
lOth or 1 Hh centuries, i.e. ata time roughly contemporary with al-Biruni, 
included over 450 places. 2. The astronomer al-!vlarrak11shj, whom we 
ment.ioned abovc, much improved Ptolemy's longitudes for a number of 
localities in the Maghreb. 

Conclus ion 

In Lhis bricf papcr wc have given an int.roduction 1.0 the reception of Greek 
geomctry in medieval Islam. In the course of discussing the transmission of 
the works of Euclicl , Archimedes, Apollonius and Ptolcmy, we have pointed 
out the somet;imes problematic status of Greek geometry, which came from 
pagans, in medieval Islam. We have also indicated sorne of the motives 
that medieval Islam had for acquiring this science. T hese included the 
utility of the s11bject for astronomy (and thereby also astrology) and geo
graphy1 its relevance to problems of determining times of prayer and the 
clirection of Mecca, and the intellectual fascination its problems had far 

luslim mathemat.icians. Readers in the Spanish speaking world who want 
to acquaint. themselves with the way t he geomet.rical tradition developed 
in Islam sho11ld obtain the works of t.he Bar<'elona school. lts members 1 

under t.he able leadership of J uan Vernet. and JuJio Samsó, have published 
a number of excellent studies of the history of mathematics in medieval 
Islam, part.icularly its astronomical aspects. A good place to begin1 for an 
overview of Isla.mic science generally (though rest ricted to western Islam), 
wott!d be El Legado Científico Andalusí (1992). Ffom t.his book the reader 
could go on 1.0 any of t.he sl.11dies ril.ed in the bibliographies of the essays that 
const it.11t.e t.hat. it.. The Barcelona group also publishes a joumal, Suhayl, 
whi<'h C'ont.ains scholarly studics of ali aspe<>t.s of lslamic mathemat.ics and 
ast.ronomy. 
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